How To Label Your Bottles
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Step 1: Cut out label for desired recipe, if blank label be sure to write recipe name on label.

Step 2: Cut out a piece of contact paper that is large enough to cover over the label but will still fit on your bottle. The contact paper also makes the bottle label water resistant.

Step 3: Peel off back of contact paper, this can be challenging but if you use your fingernail on the edge corner to slide between the contact paper and the paper backing you can get it to separate easier. Remove backing completely, being careful to not touch the back on anything or handle it too much with fingers.

Step 4: Attach cut out label to sticky side of contact paper, try to get it straight and in the middle. Practice makes perfect, do your best and over time you will get better.

Step 5: Line up sticker onto bottle sticking only center top and bottom until it is lined up, then wrap around rest of bottle.

Step 6: Smooth the sticker label out using your fingertips to rub over it, push out any bubbles and creases.

*As an alternative to this method you can use sticker paper. Just print out on sticker paper, cut out and stick onto bottle, this label will not be water resistant but fast & easy to use.

I have also used washi or masking tape and a sharpie

-----> Click here for our full blog post on Labels
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